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The Current ConjunctureThe Current Conjuncture
A Propitious CombinationA Propitious Combination



Broad Story Broad Story 

In the first half of the current year, GDP In the first half of the current year, GDP 
growth was 9.1 per cent. growth was 9.1 per cent. 
Growth at over 8% in last 3 years.Growth at over 8% in last 3 years.
LongLong--term growth (1996term growth (1996--2006) has 2006) has 
averaged 6.4%.averaged 6.4%.
Inflation has remained moderate Inflation has remained moderate –– 5.32 5.32 
per cent as on December 9, 2006per cent as on December 9, 2006
Average longAverage long--term inflation (1996term inflation (1996--2006) 2006) 
has been under 5%.has been under 5%.



Growth at constant 1999Growth at constant 1999--2000 prices2000 prices
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2.  Mining & quarrying 9.8 2.8 3.3 2.5 1.8 8.7 5.3 5.8
3. Manufacturing 1.5 2.7 4.0 7.7 2.5 6.8 7.1 8.1
4.  Electricity, gas & water 
supply 7.9 7.0 5.2 2.0 1.7 4.8 4.8 4.3
5. Construction 10.2 6.2 8.0 6.1 4.0 7.7 10.9 12.5
6.  Trade, hotels & restaurant 7.6 7.6 7.2 4.9 9.6 6.7 10.2 8.1
7. Transport, storage & 
communication 8.2 8.1 11.1 11.3 8.3 13.7 15.2 14.8
8. Financing, insurance, real 
estate & business services 11.6 7.4 10.6 4.1 7.3 8.0 4.5 9.2
9.  Community, social & 
personal  services 11.7 10.4 12.2 4.7 3.9 3.8 5.4 9.2
10. GDP at factor cost 4.8 6.5 6.1 4.4 5.8 3.8 8.5 7.5



Changing Sectoral PatternsChanging Sectoral Patterns

A virtuous shift in economy with services A virtuous shift in economy with services 
sector improving its share in GDP.sector improving its share in GDP.
Share of agriculture in GDP declined to Share of agriculture in GDP declined to 
19.9 per cent in 200519.9 per cent in 2005--06.06.
Manufacturing growth averaged 6.7% in Manufacturing growth averaged 6.7% in 
last five years (2001last five years (2001--2006).2006).
The buoyancy has further strengthened The buoyancy has further strengthened 
with growth accelerating to 11.2 % in Aprilwith growth accelerating to 11.2 % in April--
Sept 2006.Sept 2006.



Growing Industrial StrengthGrowing Industrial Strength
Industrial performers had a mixed bag of strengths Industrial performers had a mixed bag of strengths ----
local resources, skilled labour, technology and local resources, skilled labour, technology and 
innovation.innovation.
Signs of improved overall industrial competitiveness with Signs of improved overall industrial competitiveness with 
40% of manufacturing output exported. Buoyant 40% of manufacturing output exported. Buoyant 
apparels export post quota indicate its resilience and apparels export post quota indicate its resilience and 
strengthstrength
Within industry, while manufacturing growth has Within industry, while manufacturing growth has 
accelerated steadily from 7.1 per cent in 2003accelerated steadily from 7.1 per cent in 2003--04 to 9.0 04 to 9.0 
per cent in 2005per cent in 2005--06, construction growth has been in 06, construction growth has been in 
double digits in each of the last three years.  double digits in each of the last three years.  
Substantive commercial bank credit flows to the housing Substantive commercial bank credit flows to the housing 
and real estate and retail sectors continue to support the and real estate and retail sectors continue to support the 
boom in construction and consumer durables. boom in construction and consumer durables. 



Signs of Industrial ResurgenceSigns of Industrial Resurgence
Industrial growth has been broad based and Industrial growth has been broad based and 
generally balanced.generally balanced.
Growth is equally driven by investment and Growth is equally driven by investment and 
consumption.consumption.
In last 31 months (April 2004 to October 2006), In last 31 months (April 2004 to October 2006), 
capital and consumer goods grew by 14.9% and capital and consumer goods grew by 14.9% and 
11.5%.11.5%.
Basic Chemicals & Chemical Products (11.2%), Basic Chemicals & Chemical Products (11.2%), 
Machinery & Equipment (15.7%), Basic Metal and Machinery & Equipment (15.7%), Basic Metal and 
Alloys (12.6%), Textile ProductsAlloys (12.6%), Textile Products-- Apparel (17.6%), Apparel (17.6%), 
Transport Equipment & Parts (10.1%), Beverages Transport Equipment & Parts (10.1%), Beverages 
&Tobacco(13.6%), Other Mfg Industries (19.5%) &Tobacco(13.6%), Other Mfg Industries (19.5%) 
were the growth boosters. were the growth boosters. 



Mining Manufacturing Electricity General
Weight 104.73 793.58 101.69 1000

Oct'05 -0.13 10.89 7.73 9.75
Nov'05 -2.15 7.02 3.38 5.97
Dec'05 -0.12 6.44 3.36 5.68
Jan '06 2.00 9.38 6.40 8.53
Feb'06 3.80 9.17 9.14 8.81
Mar'06 1.97 10.09 3.41 8.86
April'06 3.42 10.97 5.88 9.91
May'06 2.86 13.31 5.04 11.69
Jun'06 4.69 10.75 4.92 9.74
Jul'06 5.11 14.31 8.94 13.17
Aug’06 -1.16 11.41 4.14 9.86
Sept'06 4.26 11.97 11.52 11.41
Oct'06 4.01 5.99 9.65 6.16

Index of Industrial Production (% change over 
corresponding previous period)



Period Basic Capital Intermediate General
Month goods goods goods Total   Durables   Non-durables Index
Weight 355.12 96.87 264.39 283.62 51.15 232.47 1000.00

Oct'2005 6.98 24.34 2.13 14.63 16.39 13.96 9.75
Nov'2005 4.70 11.52 -0.63 11.10 16.21 9.33 5.97
Dec'2005 5.71 12.91 0.90 7.32 11.96 5.97 5.68
Jan'2006 7.47 27.03 3.63 8.01 15.93 5.73 8.53
Feb'2006 9.60 10.70 2.18 12.52 20.28 10.10 8.81
Mar'2006 8.50 11.90 3.26 12.40 21.02 9.52 8.86
Apr'2006 9.26 19.64 8.53 8.93 7.37 9.40 9.91
May'2006 9.15 21.45 12.45 10.52 17.50 8.16 11.69
Jun'2006 8.51 21.65 11.25 6.05 19.86 1.76 9.74
Jul'2006 9.99 18.33 10.70 16.81 16.15 17.09 13.17
Aug'2006 4.78 13.86 8.38 14.96 19.74 13.18 9.86
Sep'2006 11.49 5.95 13.39 11.99 11.76 12.09 11.41
Oct'2006 9.94 8.19 8.05 0.47 2.43 -0.36 6.16

(BASE : 1993-94=100)
USE-BASED Growth rate over corresponding period of previous year

Consumer goods



Automobile Automobile –– an examplean example
Maintained a steady annual growth of over 15 per cent in Maintained a steady annual growth of over 15 per cent in 
the last five years. With gradual liberalization since 1991, the last five years. With gradual liberalization since 1991, 
number of manufacturing facilities grew to 15 in passenger number of manufacturing facilities grew to 15 in passenger 
cars and multicars and multi--utility vehicles, 9 in commercial vehicles, 14 utility vehicles, 9 in commercial vehicles, 14 
in two/three wheelers and 14 in tractors by 2005in two/three wheelers and 14 in tractors by 2005--06. 06. 
Estimated investment expected to grow from nearly Rs. Estimated investment expected to grow from nearly Rs. 
50,000 crore in 200250,000 crore in 2002--03 to Rs. 80,000 crore by 2007. 03 to Rs. 80,000 crore by 2007. 
Turnover of the automobile industry, including that of autoTurnover of the automobile industry, including that of auto--
components, may have  exceeded Rs. 1,44,000 crore in components, may have  exceeded Rs. 1,44,000 crore in 
20032003--04. 04. 
Substantial scope for gainful employment Substantial scope for gainful employment –– directly 4.5 directly 4.5 
lakhs, and indirectly  about 1 crore. lakhs, and indirectly  about 1 crore. 
Increasing recognition worldwide. Significant growth of Increasing recognition worldwide. Significant growth of 
exports of cars and two/three wheelers. For passenger exports of cars and two/three wheelers. For passenger 
cars and three wheelers, exports in 2005cars and three wheelers, exports in 2005--06 accounted for 06 accounted for 
1818––19 per cent of total production.19 per cent of total production.



Mining Mining –– A Source of WorryA Source of Worry
Mining has continued to underMining has continued to under--perform.perform.
Mining includes the two important areas of coal Mining includes the two important areas of coal 
and petroleum crude.and petroleum crude.
Coal meets about 60% of the countryCoal meets about 60% of the country’’s total s total 
commercial primary energy demand, and commercial primary energy demand, and 
generates 70% of all power. About 75% of the generates 70% of all power. About 75% of the 
coal in the country is consumed in the power coal in the country is consumed in the power 
sector. sector. 
Other prominent consumers of coal include steel Other prominent consumers of coal include steel 
(16 per cent), cement (4 per cent) and fertilizer (16 per cent), cement (4 per cent) and fertilizer 
units (1 per cent).units (1 per cent).



Coal and Petroleum CrudeCoal and Petroleum Crude
After nationalization during 1971After nationalization during 1971--1973, the coal 1973, the coal 
sector is dominated by central public sector sector is dominated by central public sector 
undertakings. undertakings. 
During the financial year 2004During the financial year 2004--2005, despite 2005, despite 
production growth of 5.6 per cent, Coal India production growth of 5.6 per cent, Coal India 
(CIL) (and its subsidiaries) and (CIL) (and its subsidiaries) and SingareniSingareni
Collieries Company Limited (SCCL) Collieries Company Limited (SCCL) –– two two PSUPSU’’ss
–– put together could not meet the entire demand put together could not meet the entire demand 
of coal.of coal.
Crude oil production suffered as a result of a fire Crude oil production suffered as a result of a fire 
accident in July 2005 at Mumbai High North accident in July 2005 at Mumbai High North 
Platform, but even otherwise has been Platform, but even otherwise has been 
stagnating.  stagnating.  



Coal Coal –– A Problem AreaA Problem Area
Tenth Five Year Plan has targeted the production of coal Tenth Five Year Plan has targeted the production of coal 
at 405 million tonnes in 2006at 405 million tonnes in 2006--07 and the demand for coal 07 and the demand for coal 
is estimated at 460.50 million tonnes. This will leave a is estimated at 460.50 million tonnes. This will leave a 
gap of 55.50 million tonnes.gap of 55.50 million tonnes.
India has significant reserves of coal, the third largest in India has significant reserves of coal, the third largest in 
the world, after the United States and China. At current the world, after the United States and China. At current 
levels of production, the reserve life is 230 years. India is levels of production, the reserve life is 230 years. India is 
the third largest producer and eighth largest importer of the third largest producer and eighth largest importer of 
coal in the world. However, there are deficiencies such coal in the world. However, there are deficiencies such 
as high ash content, and relatively lower calorific value.as high ash content, and relatively lower calorific value.
There is an urgent need to augment the domestic There is an urgent need to augment the domestic 
production of coal and ensure that industrial growth does production of coal and ensure that industrial growth does 
not suffer from coalnot suffer from coal--shortages.  shortages.  
High power committee has recommended to provide High power committee has recommended to provide 
space for both captive and standspace for both captive and stand--alone mines.alone mines.



IndiaIndia’’s Balance of Payments s Balance of Payments 
(USD Billion)(USD Billion)

Trade 
balance Invisibles

Current 
account

Foreign 
investment Loans

Capital 
account

Errors 
and 

omissions
Reserve 

movement

2000-01 -12.5 9.8 -2.7 5.9 4.3 8.5 … 5.8

2001-02 -11.6 15.0 3.4 6.7 -1.5 8.4 … 11.8

2002-03 -10.7 17.0 6.3 4.2 -3.9 10.8 -0.2 17.0

2003-04 -13.7 27.8 14.1 13.7 -4.4 16.7 0.6 31.4

2004-05 -36.6 31.2 -5.4 12.1 10.8 31.0 0.5 26.2

2005-06 -51.6 40.9 -10.6 18.2 4.7 24.7 1.0 15.1



Structural Change in BOPStructural Change in BOP

Two significant years: 2001Two significant years: 2001--02 and 200402 and 2004--05.05.
The current account deficit, observed for 24 The current account deficit, observed for 24 
years since 1977years since 1977--78, had started shrinking from 78, had started shrinking from 
19991999--00. The contraction gave way to a surplus 00. The contraction gave way to a surplus 
in 2001in 2001--02.02.
Surplus continued until 2003Surplus continued until 2003--04. 04. 
In 2004In 2004--05, the current account, after three 05, the current account, after three 
consecutive years of surplus, again turned into a consecutive years of surplus, again turned into a 
deficit. deficit. 



External Sector Not a Source of External Sector Not a Source of 
Immediate WorryImmediate Worry

Moderate current account deficit.Moderate current account deficit.
Annual export growth buoyant at over 20% since Annual export growth buoyant at over 20% since 
20022002--03.03.
Capital flows Capital flows –– particularly, of the nonparticularly, of the non--debt debt 
creating variety creating variety ---- continue with favourable continue with favourable 
investor sentiments.investor sentiments.
Rupee exchange rate flexible, unlike the Rupee exchange rate flexible, unlike the 
remnimbiremnimbi..
Joker in the pack is international crude price.  Joker in the pack is international crude price.  
Some sign of relief in the recent past.Some sign of relief in the recent past.



Dubai UK Brent US-WTI
Indian 
Basket

1995-96 16.2 17.5 18.8 16.7
2000-01 25.9 28.1 30.3 26.8
2001-02 21.8 23.2 24.1 22.4
2002-03 25.9 27.6 29.2 26.6
2003-04 26.9 29.0 31.4 27.8
2004-05 36.4 42.2 45.0 38.9
2005-06 53.4 58.0 59.9 55.3

Trends in Crude Oil Prices (US Dollar per barrel)



Crude oil prices
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The Current The Current ‘‘InflationInflation’’
ProblemProblem

Basically structural in natureBasically structural in nature



CommodityCommodity--specific nature of the specific nature of the 
inflation probleminflation problem

Overall inflation for all commodities reached its Overall inflation for all commodities reached its 
peak of 5.5 per cent for the week ending June peak of 5.5 per cent for the week ending June 
17, 2006. 17, 2006. 
Rate of inflation for 30 essential commodities Rate of inflation for 30 essential commodities ––
like wheat, atta, rice, like wheat, atta, rice, daldal,  sugar, edible oil ,  sugar, edible oil ---- was was 
even higher during this week. Inflation in respect even higher during this week. Inflation in respect 
of these commodities remained at 8.7 per cent in of these commodities remained at 8.7 per cent in 
the week ending June 10 and June 17, 2006.  the week ending June 10 and June 17, 2006.  
The inflation measured in terms of consumer The inflation measured in terms of consumer 
price index for industrial workers also reached price index for industrial workers also reached 
7.6 per cent in June 2006.7.6 per cent in June 2006.
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Wholesale price of pulses
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Wholesale price of sugar
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DemandDemand--supply mismatch: Wheatsupply mismatch: Wheat
Increase in prices due to lower production, decline Increase in prices due to lower production, decline 
in the buffer stock below the stipulated norms, in the buffer stock below the stipulated norms, 
and lower public procurement in the current rabi and lower public procurement in the current rabi 
season. season. 
Estimated output of wheat at 68.74 million tonnes Estimated output of wheat at 68.74 million tonnes 
in 2004in 2004--05 was considerably lower than the 2nd, 05 was considerably lower than the 2nd, 
3rd, and 4th advance estimates of 73.03, 74.05 3rd, and 4th advance estimates of 73.03, 74.05 
and 72.0 million tonnes, respectively.and 72.0 million tonnes, respectively.
Similarly, the estimated output of wheat has been Similarly, the estimated output of wheat has been 
revised downwards from 73.06 million tonnes in revised downwards from 73.06 million tonnes in 
the 2nd advance estimate to 71.54 in the 3rd and the 2nd advance estimate to 71.54 in the 3rd and 
further to 69.48 million tonnes in the 4th advance further to 69.48 million tonnes in the 4th advance 
estimate. estimate. 



International Situation: WheatInternational Situation: Wheat
International prices of wheat have also International prices of wheat have also 
hardened because of the projection of a hardened because of the projection of a 
droughtdrought--induced lower harvest of winter induced lower harvest of winter 
wheat in USA and Australia. World wheat in USA and Australia. World 
production at 585 million tonnes in 2006production at 585 million tonnes in 2006--
07 is 35 million tonnes less than previous 07 is 35 million tonnes less than previous 
yearyear
International prices have hardened by US International prices have hardened by US 
$ 90 per tonne since April 2006. Weighted $ 90 per tonne since April 2006. Weighted 
average landed cost of imported wheat average landed cost of imported wheat 
has varied from US$ 179 to US$ 229.has varied from US$ 179 to US$ 229.



Pulses Pulses ––Under PressureUnder Pressure
Prices (except for Prices (except for arhararhar and masoor) rose and masoor) rose 
consistently and sharply for 14 months from consistently and sharply for 14 months from 
March 2005 until July 2006.  March 2005 until July 2006.  
As on October 7, 2006, yearAs on October 7, 2006, year--onon--year, year, 
wholesale urad prices were up by 74.88 per wholesale urad prices were up by 74.88 per 
cent, moong by 51.89 per cent, and gram or cent, moong by 51.89 per cent, and gram or 
chanachana by 49.72 per cent. by 49.72 per cent. 
Though the point to point increase in prices Though the point to point increase in prices 
of pulses has got moderated it still remained of pulses has got moderated it still remained 
high at 29.9 per cent as on December 2006high at 29.9 per cent as on December 2006



Pulses Pulses –– A peculiar Indian problemA peculiar Indian problem
The underlying reason was again the shortfall in The underlying reason was again the shortfall in 
output from 14.9 million tonnes in 2003output from 14.9 million tonnes in 2003--04 to 04 to 
13.1 million tonnes in each of the two successive 13.1 million tonnes in each of the two successive 
years of 2004years of 2004--05 and 200505 and 2005--06 (4th advance 06 (4th advance 
estimate).  estimate).  
During the current year, there is also a shortage During the current year, there is also a shortage 
of pulses (except green peas and yellow peas) of pulses (except green peas and yellow peas) 
in the international market.in the international market.
Adverse weather conditions have affected kharif Adverse weather conditions have affected kharif 
pulses, particularly urad. pulses, particularly urad. 



SugarSugar
International price, though declined from US $ International price, though declined from US $ 
460 per tonne in July 2006 to US $ 405 in 460 per tonne in July 2006 to US $ 405 in 
October 2006 continues to be above the October 2006 continues to be above the 
domestic price.  domestic price.  
The ban on exports since June 22, 2006 helps The ban on exports since June 22, 2006 helps 
to maintain this discount.  to maintain this discount.  
The fragility of the price situation is compounded The fragility of the price situation is compounded 
by two factors: first, the high price of petroleum by two factors: first, the high price of petroleum 
leading to use of sugar for ethanol production, leading to use of sugar for ethanol production, 
and second, the low stock of sugar which will not and second, the low stock of sugar which will not 
increase substantially to become comfortable increase substantially to become comfortable 
until miduntil mid--December December 



Edible OilsEdible Oils
Year on year, prices of refined soybean and palm oil have Year on year, prices of refined soybean and palm oil have 
rose by 14rose by 14--29 per cent in mid29 per cent in mid--August.August.
Groundnut and mustard oil prices, after declining from Groundnut and mustard oil prices, after declining from 
August 2005 to FebruaryAugust 2005 to February--March 2006, have been on the March 2006, have been on the 
rise for the last fiverise for the last five--six months. six months. 
Two reasons for the flare up in prices are: first, with Two reasons for the flare up in prices are: first, with 
hardening of petroleum prices and the related tax hardening of petroleum prices and the related tax 
incentive, the increased use of edible oil for production of incentive, the increased use of edible oil for production of 
biobio--diesel; second, the disruption of imports because of the diesel; second, the disruption of imports because of the 
embargo on GMO oil between July 7, 2006 and July 21, embargo on GMO oil between July 7, 2006 and July 21, 
2006. 2006. 
International prices of CPO which had softened from US $ International prices of CPO which had softened from US $ 
485 in August 2006 to US $ 445 on October 6, 2006 have 485 in August 2006 to US $ 445 on October 6, 2006 have 
increased to US $ 460 in last two weeks. increased to US $ 460 in last two weeks. 



Fiscal ConsolidationFiscal Consolidation

TaxTax--GDP ratio of the Central Government GDP ratio of the Central Government 
improved from 8.3% in 1998improved from 8.3% in 1998--99 to 11.2% 99 to 11.2% 
in 2006in 2006--07 (budgeted)07 (budgeted)
VAT introduced at subVAT introduced at sub--national level. national level. 
Tax system now has a wider base, lower Tax system now has a wider base, lower 
rates and better compliance. rates and better compliance. 
Anomalies in duty structure have largely Anomalies in duty structure have largely 
been eliminated. been eliminated. 



New FRBM RegimeNew FRBM Regime

State is now fiscally more responsible. State is now fiscally more responsible. 
FRBM legislation enacted both at Central FRBM legislation enacted both at Central 
and sub national levels.and sub national levels.
FRBM not only specifies a deficit target, it FRBM not only specifies a deficit target, it 
has a institutional and defined monitoring has a institutional and defined monitoring 
mechanism.mechanism.



Financial Sector OutlookFinancial Sector Outlook



Widely Acknowledged as A Source Widely Acknowledged as A Source 
of Strengthof Strength

Among many developing countries, India is Among many developing countries, India is 
considered to be in the forefront of steady considered to be in the forefront of steady 
financial sector development.financial sector development.
A long tradition of vibrant financial markets.  A long tradition of vibrant financial markets.  
Commercial banks in operation since the late Commercial banks in operation since the late 
19th century. 19th century. 
Bombay Stock Exchange or "BSE" was Bombay Stock Exchange or "BSE" was 
established in 1875 as "The Native Share and established in 1875 as "The Native Share and 
Stock Brokers Association". Oldest in Asia, three Stock Brokers Association". Oldest in Asia, three 
years older than the Tokyo Stock Exchange years older than the Tokyo Stock Exchange 
(1878). (1878). 



Supply and Demand Side GrowingSupply and Demand Side Growing

Domestic savings as proportion of GDP Domestic savings as proportion of GDP 
increased from 23.5% in 2000increased from 23.5% in 2000--01 to 29.1%  in 01 to 29.1%  in 
20042004--05.05.
Household savings will increase with Household savings will increase with 
accelerating income growth and decline in accelerating income growth and decline in 
‘‘dependency ratio.dependency ratio.’’
Investment reached 30.1% of GDP in 2004Investment reached 30.1% of GDP in 2004--05.05.
Long continuing Long continuing capexcapex cycle of corporate cycle of corporate 
investment since 2002investment since 2002--03.03.



Urgent Need for Financial Sector Urgent Need for Financial Sector 
SupportSupport

To secure longTo secure long--term funds for essential term funds for essential 
infrastructure improvement. Need in power infrastructure improvement. Need in power 
alone is aboutalone is about RsRs. 9 trillion in the next 6 years. . 9 trillion in the next 6 years. 
To provide efficient intermediation with multiple To provide efficient intermediation with multiple 
options toptions to step up investment by 8% of GDP or o step up investment by 8% of GDP or 
moremore ..
Reforms afoot in Reforms afoot in 

Banking Banking 
InsuranceInsurance
PensionPension
Capital marketsCapital markets



Banking ReformsBanking Reforms
10% current ceiling on voting rights. 10% current ceiling on voting rights. 
Amendment to Banking Regulation Act, 1949 Amendment to Banking Regulation Act, 1949 
proposes to remove this restriction. proposes to remove this restriction. 
Prior approval of ownership beyond 5% would be Prior approval of ownership beyond 5% would be 
subject to subject to ‘‘fit and properfit and proper’’ criterion.criterion.
In February 2005, RBI came out with a road map In February 2005, RBI came out with a road map 
for the presence of foreign banks in India and for the presence of foreign banks in India and 
guidelines on ownership and governance in guidelines on ownership and governance in 
private sector banks. private sector banks. 
To shore up the core capital of the nationalised To shore up the core capital of the nationalised 
banks, amendments to the Banking Companies banks, amendments to the Banking Companies 
(Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 
1970/1980 provide for issue of preference shares 1970/1980 provide for issue of preference shares 
by banks. by banks. 



Insurance Insurance 
Penetration up from 1.93% in 1999 to 3.28% in Penetration up from 1.93% in 1999 to 3.28% in 
2003, but still low, especially in non2003, but still low, especially in non--life.life.
In density, lags even farther behind.In density, lags even farther behind.
Opened up to private sector in 2000, its Opened up to private sector in 2000, its share has share has 
increased rapidly to 22% in life and 20% in nonincreased rapidly to 22% in life and 20% in non--life life 
at the end of 2003at the end of 2003--04.04.
Between 2000Between 2000--01 and 200401 and 2004--05, annual growth in 05, annual growth in 
gross premium underwritten 14.4% in nongross premium underwritten 14.4% in non--life and life and 
that in firstthat in first--year premium 35.1% in life.  year premium 35.1% in life.  



Insurance ReformInsurance Reform
Important for augmenting supply of longImportant for augmenting supply of long--term term 
funds for infrastructure.funds for infrastructure.
Challenge: By endChallenge: By end--March 2010, will need to March 2010, will need to 
bring in capital in excess ofbring in capital in excess of RsRs. 105 billion for life . 105 billion for life 
and overand over RsRs.13 billion for non.13 billion for non--life business.life business.
Questions: augmenting the FDI cap of 26%, and Questions: augmenting the FDI cap of 26%, and 
allowing foreign reinsurance companies to set allowing foreign reinsurance companies to set 
up branches in India.up branches in India.
Amendments to the Insurance Act and IRDA Act Amendments to the Insurance Act and IRDA Act 
under consideration.under consideration.



Pension FundsPension Funds

Less than 12 per cent of the workforce  Less than 12 per cent of the workforce  
covered by any pension plan.covered by any pension plan.
Number of persons over 60 years likely to Number of persons over 60 years likely to 
rise from 90 million to 175 million in 2030.  rise from 90 million to 175 million in 2030.  
Window of opportunity: tapping Window of opportunity: tapping 
demographic advantage of 40% of the demographic advantage of 40% of the 
workers (over 220 million in 2004) being workers (over 220 million in 2004) being 
younger than 40 years.younger than 40 years.



Pension ReformsPension Reforms

From 2004, a new funded, defined From 2004, a new funded, defined 
contribution pension system replaced the contribution pension system replaced the 
unfunded defined benefit scheme for the unfunded defined benefit scheme for the 
newly recruited Central Government newly recruited Central Government 
employees. State Governments have employees. State Governments have 
joined in.joined in.
Scope for all to join in.Scope for all to join in.
PFRDA Bill proposed.PFRDA Bill proposed.



Capital MarketsCapital Markets

MandatoryMandatory corporatisationcorporatisation and and 
demutualization of stock exchanges.demutualization of stock exchanges.
Futures trading in commodities market has Futures trading in commodities market has 
begun in the last 3begun in the last 3--4 years.4 years.
Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 
1956 being amended to include 1956 being amended to include 
securitized debt as marketable security.securitized debt as marketable security.
FII limit on debt being liberalized gradually.   FII limit on debt being liberalized gradually.   



OpportunitiesOpportunities



Savings and Investment Savings and Investment 
Domestic savings as proportion of GDP increased Domestic savings as proportion of GDP increased 
from 23.5% in 2000from 23.5% in 2000--01 to 29.1%  in 200401 to 29.1%  in 2004--05.05.
Investment reached 30.1% of GDP in 2004Investment reached 30.1% of GDP in 2004--05.05.
There was a structural shift in savings and public There was a structural shift in savings and public 
sector savings became positive from 2003sector savings became positive from 2003--04, after 04, after 
being negative for the preceding 4 years.being negative for the preceding 4 years.
Long continuing Long continuing capexcapex cycle of corporate cycle of corporate 
investment since 2002investment since 2002--03.03.



The Magic of CompoundingThe Magic of Compounding

Annual growth of 3.9% leads to a Annual growth of 3.9% leads to a 
doubling of per capita income in a doubling of per capita income in a 
little more than 18 years.little more than 18 years.
Doubling in a little more than 10 years Doubling in a little more than 10 years 
when annual growth is 7%.when annual growth is 7%.
Dramatic transformation possible with Dramatic transformation possible with 
accelerating growth.accelerating growth.



We shall not be the firstWe shall not be the first
Germany was struggling with reconstruction Germany was struggling with reconstruction 
after World War II.after World War II.
Japan, poorer than Argentina in 1960.  It Japan, poorer than Argentina in 1960.  It 
grew at 10.4% per year during 1960grew at 10.4% per year during 1960--70.70.
Korea was a lowKorea was a low--income country in 1970. income country in 1970. 
China has grown at 8China has grown at 8--9%, and double digit 9%, and double digit 
rates, in many recent years.rates, in many recent years.



The World Has Started Betting on The World Has Started Betting on 
IndiaIndia

Goldman Sachs (Paper No. 99) Goldman Sachs (Paper No. 99) ““Dreaming Dreaming 
with with BRICsBRICs: The Path to 2050: The Path to 2050”” (October 1, (October 1, 
2003) bets on the emergence of Brazil, 2003) bets on the emergence of Brazil, 
Russia, India and China (BRIC) as a much Russia, India and China (BRIC) as a much 
larger force in the world economy.larger force in the world economy.
It states that It states that ““IndiaIndia’’s economy ..could be s economy ..could be 
larger than Japanlarger than Japan’’s by 2032.s by 2032.””
India shows the most rapid growth India shows the most rapid growth 
potential.potential.



The World Has Started Betting The World Has Started Betting 
on Indiaon India

Deutsche Bank Research in Deutsche Bank Research in 
““India rising: A mediumIndia rising: A medium--term term 
perspectiveperspective”” state that India will state that India will 
become the fastest growing become the fastest growing 
economy out of 34 developed and economy out of 34 developed and 
emerging markets in the medium emerging markets in the medium 
term and the worldterm and the world’’s third largest s third largest 
economy by 2020.economy by 2020.



Where will Growth Come From?Where will Growth Come From?

Growth comes from input growth Growth comes from input growth –– labour labour 
and capital and capital –– and productivity increase.and productivity increase.
What is important is population in the What is important is population in the 
working age group 15working age group 15--60.60.
Goldman Sachs takes the US Census Goldman Sachs takes the US Census 
projections and assume that our working projections and assume that our working 
age population will keep growing until the age population will keep growing until the 
midmid--2020s.2020s.



The Tide May be TurningThe Tide May be Turning
YashengYasheng Huang from MIT and Huang from MIT and TarunTarun KhannaKhanna
from Harvard in Foreign Policy magazine, Julyfrom Harvard in Foreign Policy magazine, July--
August 2003, (www.August 2003, (www.foreignpolicyforeignpolicy.com) asks .com) asks 
““Can India overtake China?Can India overtake China?””
They suggest that IndiaThey suggest that India’’s homes home--grown grown 
entrepreneurs, in contrast with Chinaentrepreneurs, in contrast with China’’s FDI, s FDI, 
may give India the edge, especially in view of may give India the edge, especially in view of 
inefficient banks and capital markets in China. inefficient banks and capital markets in China. 



Opportunity to Transform PeopleOpportunity to Transform People’’s s 
LivesLives

According to Goldman Sachs, per capita income According to Goldman Sachs, per capita income 
will increase from $468 in 2000 to $1149 in 2015 will increase from $468 in 2000 to $1149 in 2015 
and $17,366 in 2050.and $17,366 in 2050.
This is still lower than the current per capita This is still lower than the current per capita 
income in G6 of $18,677 (Italy) income in G6 of $18,677 (Italy) -- $34,797 (US).$34,797 (US).
Yet, a very large improvement. Yet, a very large improvement. 
This growth together with wellThis growth together with well--targeted antitargeted anti--
poverty programmes should allow  reduction in poverty programmes should allow  reduction in 
poverty ratio by five percentage points by 2007 poverty ratio by five percentage points by 2007 
and by 15 percentage points by 2012. and by 15 percentage points by 2012. 



Virtuous Cycle of Growth and Virtuous Cycle of Growth and 
SavingsSavings

Likely to continue for some years to come.Likely to continue for some years to come.
Household savings will increase with Household savings will increase with 
accelerating income growth and decline in accelerating income growth and decline in 
‘‘dependency ratio.dependency ratio.’’
Demographic dividend will also pay off in Demographic dividend will also pay off in 
terms of a larger and younger labour force terms of a larger and younger labour force 
gainfully employed in production.gainfully employed in production.



Growth Growth IsIs SustainableSustainable

Growth has been satisfactory so far, given Growth has been satisfactory so far, given 
the modest investmentthe modest investment--GDP ratio,GDP ratio,
The investment rate is likely to rise, The investment rate is likely to rise, paripari
passupassu,, with rising domestic savings rate, with rising domestic savings rate, 
and reinforce the high growth cycleand reinforce the high growth cycle
Enabling policy environment will continue Enabling policy environment will continue 
to encourage FDI flows and technology to encourage FDI flows and technology 
transfers.transfers.



But Needs FacilitationBut Needs Facilitation

Physical infrastructurePhysical infrastructure
Social infrastructureSocial infrastructure
Institutional infrastructure Institutional infrastructure 
including fiscal consolidation and including fiscal consolidation and 
judicial reformjudicial reform
Sectoral reforms including Sectoral reforms including 
financial sector reforms.financial sector reforms.



ChallengesChallenges



Supply side constraints Supply side constraints --
AgricultureAgriculture

Agriculture commodity specific inflation is Agriculture commodity specific inflation is 
indicative of supply side constraints;indicative of supply side constraints;
It underscores the need for supply side It underscores the need for supply side 
management in the short run andmanagement in the short run and
Productivity enhancement measures over the Productivity enhancement measures over the 
medium and long run;medium and long run;
This requires integration of  technology, credit, This requires integration of  technology, credit, 
investment, and post harvest value addition, investment, and post harvest value addition, 
within an incentive compatible system.within an incentive compatible system.



Services sector has been a key driver of growth

But are there limits to its growth?
•Services grew at 10.7 percent in the first half of 
2006-07. A major driver of growth has been 
telecommunications;

•Growth from the hotel, tourism sectors could be 
the next major driver;

• But there is a need to understand and exploit the  
complementarities between growth of services 
with the production sectors;

•And to harness them for the benefit of the rural 
and agricultural sectors?



InvestmentInvestment

There has been significant increase in gross There has been significant increase in gross 
domestic capital formation from 23 percent to domestic capital formation from 23 percent to 
30.1 percent in 200430.1 percent in 2004--0505
Data on capital formation for subsequent period Data on capital formation for subsequent period 
in not yet available. But IIP data suggests that in not yet available. But IIP data suggests that 
investment should be growing at a healthy rateinvestment should be growing at a healthy rate
Its composition needs to be carefully studied as Its composition needs to be carefully studied as 
they would be the pointers for future growththey would be the pointers for future growth



Tough Job of Managing Change Tough Job of Managing Change 
AheadAhead

Like on a mountain, the going gets tougher as you  go farther anLike on a mountain, the going gets tougher as you  go farther and farther d farther 
uphill.uphill.
Country needs development administrators.Country needs development administrators.
New paradigm for growth New paradigm for growth –– not through command and control, but through not through command and control, but through 
publicpublic--private partnership, and building the enabling environment.private partnership, and building the enabling environment.
Challenge would be managing the change for translating macro goaChallenge would be managing the change for translating macro goals into ls into 
micro level deliveries and bridging the gap between promises andmicro level deliveries and bridging the gap between promises and delivery.delivery.
Need to increase the labour force participation rate. Currently Need to increase the labour force participation rate. Currently only 61 per only 61 per 
cent of persons in age group 15cent of persons in age group 15--65 are actively seeking jobs as against 82 65 are actively seeking jobs as against 82 
per cent for China. Employing them gainfully could increase incrper cent for China. Employing them gainfully could increase increase GDP ease GDP 
dramatically.dramatically.
There is skill There is skill mismis--match, correction needed through PPP approach.match, correction needed through PPP approach.



PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTUREPHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Being developed through publicBeing developed through public--private private 
partnership (PPP).partnership (PPP).
Committee on infrastructure under the Committee on infrastructure under the 
Chairmanship of the Prime Minister set up in Chairmanship of the Prime Minister set up in 
September 2004.September 2004.
Scheme for viability gap funding has been Scheme for viability gap funding has been 
operationalised.operationalised.
Public sector as facilitator and provider, but not Public sector as facilitator and provider, but not 
necessarily the producer.necessarily the producer.
Regulation of utilities/infrastructure.Regulation of utilities/infrastructure.
IIFCL an SPV for infrastructure has been IIFCL an SPV for infrastructure has been 
operationalised by Government.operationalised by Government.



Physical InfrastructurePhysical Infrastructure

According to the Prime Minister (October 7, According to the Prime Minister (October 7, 
2006): road, rail, air and water transport, electric 2006): road, rail, air and water transport, electric 
power, telecommunications, water supply and power, telecommunications, water supply and 
irrigation need an investment of about Rs. irrigation need an investment of about Rs. 
14,50,000 crore ($320 billion) during the 14,50,000 crore ($320 billion) during the XIthXIth
Plan Period (2007Plan Period (2007--12).12).
1111thth Plan exercise suggest infrastructure Plan exercise suggest infrastructure 
investment to increase from 4.6 per cent of GDP investment to increase from 4.6 per cent of GDP 
to around 8 per cent of GDP for a 9 per cent to around 8 per cent of GDP for a 9 per cent 
GDP growth.GDP growth.



Railways and AirportsRailways and Airports

Indian railways plans Rs. 3.5 lakh crore of Indian railways plans Rs. 3.5 lakh crore of 
investment by 2012 to develop private container investment by 2012 to develop private container 
trains, freight corridors and upgrade stations.trains, freight corridors and upgrade stations.
Estimated investment of Rs. 40,000 crore Estimated investment of Rs. 40,000 crore 
required for airports.required for airports.
Delhi and Mumbai airports expected to be Delhi and Mumbai airports expected to be 
completed by 2009completed by 2009--10, 10, modernisationmodernisation of of 
Hyderabad and Bangalore greenHyderabad and Bangalore green--field airports field airports 
will be over by April 2008.will be over by April 2008.



RoadsRoads
National Highway Development Programme National Highway Development Programme 
(NHDP) includes: four(NHDP) includes: four--laninglaning of 1,000 km of of 1,000 km of 
national highways, twonational highways, two--laninglaning with paved with paved 
shoulders of 20,000 kms of roads, construction shoulders of 20,000 kms of roads, construction 
of 1,000 km of expressways and bypasses. of 1,000 km of expressways and bypasses. 
Will be complete by 2011Will be complete by 2011--12 at an estimated  12 at an estimated  
cost of Rs. 2,27,258 crore. cost of Rs. 2,27,258 crore. 
Need rural roads for integrating agricultural Need rural roads for integrating agricultural 
economy with the rest of the country and laying economy with the rest of the country and laying 
the foundation for agricultural diversification and the foundation for agricultural diversification and 
moving up the value chain. moving up the value chain. 



EMPOWERING THE PEOPLE: A MAJOR EMPOWERING THE PEOPLE: A MAJOR 
AGENDA ITEMAGENDA ITEM

People need to be empowered through education to People need to be empowered through education to 
participate in the growth process. participate in the growth process. 
Education and literacy are primary pillars of social Education and literacy are primary pillars of social 
infrastructure.infrastructure.

Literacy rateLiteracy rate-- 100% when?100% when?
19511951 18.3318.33
19611961 28.3028.30
19711971 34.4534.45
19811981 43.5743.57
19911991 52.2152.21
20012001 65.3865.38

???? 100.00100.00



GOVERNMENTGOVERNMENT’’S RESPONSIBILITYS RESPONSIBILITY

Ensure that the economic environment, policy Ensure that the economic environment, policy 
and programmes are growthand programmes are growth--friendly and people friendly and people 
friendly.friendly.
Focus on outcomes.Focus on outcomes.
Ensure there are no schools without teachers Ensure there are no schools without teachers 
and hospitals without doctors and medicines.and hospitals without doctors and medicines.
Reform civil service to improve quality and cost Reform civil service to improve quality and cost 
of public service delivery.of public service delivery.
Law and contract enforcement, and timely Law and contract enforcement, and timely 
justice. justice. 



GOVERNMENTGOVERNMENT’’S RESPONSIBILITYS RESPONSIBILITY

World Bank World Bank –– IFC in IFC in ““Doing business in 2006Doing business in 2006””
have put India much below even countries like have put India much below even countries like 
Nepal and Pakistan.Nepal and Pakistan.
Reengineering business process of government Reengineering business process of government 
through greater transparency and accountabilitythrough greater transparency and accountability
Benign to moderate inflation to keep economy Benign to moderate inflation to keep economy 
on the path of accelerated growth.on the path of accelerated growth.
Carrying forward tax reforms through tax on Carrying forward tax reforms through tax on 
value addition in goods and servicesvalue addition in goods and services



GOVERNMENTGOVERNMENT’’S RESPONSIBILITYS RESPONSIBILITY

Maintain macroeconomic stability.Maintain macroeconomic stability.
Fiscal deficit in India is high and constrains growth.Fiscal deficit in India is high and constrains growth.
Quality of deficit poor as revenue deficit as a proportion Quality of deficit poor as revenue deficit as a proportion 
of fiscal deficit is very high.of fiscal deficit is very high.
The major problem is with reference to taxThe major problem is with reference to tax--GDP ratio.GDP ratio.
While expenditure  as a proportion of GDP at 29.5 is not While expenditure  as a proportion of GDP at 29.5 is not 
high considering development needs, quality of high considering development needs, quality of 
expenditure is poor.expenditure is poor.
Targeting subsidies to truly deserving ones mandated by Targeting subsidies to truly deserving ones mandated by 
NCMP  is another responsibility.NCMP  is another responsibility.



GOVERNMENTGOVERNMENT’’S RESPONSIBILITYS RESPONSIBILITY

Effecting comprehensive sectoral Effecting comprehensive sectoral 
reforms including financial sector reforms including financial sector 
reforms.reforms.
Includes coal, and labour.Includes coal, and labour.
Establishing effective institutional Establishing effective institutional 
regulatory mechanism.regulatory mechanism.



Fuller Capital Account Convertibility Fuller Capital Account Convertibility 
a la a la TaraporeTarapore IIII

3 preconditions: elimination of 3 preconditions: elimination of 
revenue deficit of the government by revenue deficit of the government by 
2009, maintaining current account 2009, maintaining current account 
deficit below 3% of GDP, and all deficit below 3% of GDP, and all 
banks subject to single legislation.banks subject to single legislation.
Recommendations: Gradualism and Recommendations: Gradualism and 
sequencing in 3 phases: 2006sequencing in 3 phases: 2006--07; 07; 
20072007--09, and 200909, and 2009--11. 11. 



OutlookOutlook

Reforms at a steady pace to continue.Reforms at a steady pace to continue.
Looking ahead at the future, we must Looking ahead at the future, we must 
proceed with enthusiasm and caution.proceed with enthusiasm and caution.
The future has never looked as promising The future has never looked as promising 
as it does now, but there are miles to go as it does now, but there are miles to go 
before we can leave the economy on before we can leave the economy on 
automatic pilot.automatic pilot.
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